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Key Dates
JCS Office closes
Wed 23rd Dec
JCS Office re-opens
Mon 4th Jan
Conference begins
Mon 25th Jan

From the CEO-Principal

It has been quite a challenging year for everyone this
year and I am so proud of all of our students and faculty
at the way you have responded to that challenge:
adapting to online learning, supporting each other and
maintaining focus on our mission.
Those of you who have joined us this year or who are
advancing towards the end of your academic journeys
with us, the team at JCS are excited to continue to
learn and grow in friendship with Jesus as the JCS
family grows to embrace the community of Australian
Catholic University.

Deborah Kent,
CEO - Principal

I wish our graduating students every success as you draw on your new
learnings, enhancing your gifts and talents which you generously place in
service of the common good. You have each made an important contribution to
JCS and we will always cherish your legacy of the gifts of wisdom, individuality,
and friendship in Christ.
2021 is an auspicious year as we celebrate the beginning of the charism we
all share with the conversion of St. Ignatius of Loyola. For Ignatius, it changed
his life and set him on a new worldwide mission; for JCS, 500 years later,
we too are responding the Spirit’s invitation to “show the way to God through
discernment and the Spiritual Exercises and accompany the young in the
creation of a hope-filled future” (Jesuits’ Universal Apostolic Preferences) in
collaboration with ACU.

In Jesuit History...
25th January 1540:
Birth of St Edmund
Campion
22nd November 1791:
Georgetown Academy
opens in the United
States.
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And for myself, 2021 will mark a new chapter in my own journey as I leave
JCS to take on new projects. I thank all members of the JCS community for
making my five years as the inaugural CEO-Principal a graced time. I leave
proud of what JCS has grown to become and hope-filled as the Spirit continues
to shape and call forth JCS to new mission fields and service.
May the Spirit of Creativity and Joy bless and keep you and your families
this Christmas and may Ignatius obtain special graces for all who share in the
charism first gifted to him and the First Companions.
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From the Academic Dean
Faithful Souls
The continuous learning from experience to
listen to the heart.
Fr Adolfo Nicolás,
30th Superior General
of the Society of Jesus
“If you want to know me, come and live with me”,
this was one of many of my mother’s wisdom sayings.
After quoting this to a friend recently, it suddenly
dawned on me that this is precisely the invitation of
the Spiritual Exercises! The Exercises take you on
a journey where you can come and live with Jesus,
and so get to know him in an intimate and real way.
Recently, I turned 60, which in itself is catalyst
for some reflection on the ‘slow work of God’ (De
Chardin), as I live out my Fifth Week. Now that
I am moving towards the ‘mature age’, people I
have known, or who have had an impact on my
life, are beginning to pass from this life in greater
numbers; this is giving me some pause this Advent.

“The Annunciation to Joseph”
by Sieger Koder

Just
two
months
ago I was afforded
the profound privilege
of
accompanying
my brother-in-law on
his journey towards
passing
from
this
life. Ironically (and
providentially),
this
gift was given to me
Micheál Loughnane,
Academic Dean &
through
COVID-19.
Research Coordinator
His wife did not want
him to be in palliative
care in a hospital as
that would mean infrequent visits which would have
inevitably meant being on his own for extended
periods. So, she decided to do palliative care in
their own home. This meant that seven of us in the
family rotated 24-hour shifts each week so that he
had constant companionship. Each week I was with
him he became weaker and weaker, losing the use
of most of his body, but our conversations grew
deeper and more intimate. I was in awe and utterly
humbled by his courage in the face of his impending
death. Every day he committed himself to living that
day to the very fullest. Even with his discomfort, his
almost daily loss of functions, his series of sorrowful
goodbyes (especially, his wife, his children and his
grandchildren), he still managed to laugh and make
all of us feel good about ourselves. He wrote letters
until the muscles in his hands gave way and he
kept telling all of us – right to the very end – how
much he loved us. According to Aquinas, Grace is
the ability to do what you could not do before, and
in those final weeks we got to know each other in a
way we could not do before. I learned many things
about him that I had never known, and he learned
many things about me that he had never known.
He invited me into his life (to ‘come and live with
him’) in those final weeks, and as a consequence,
I not only got to know him and see his beauty, but
I came to know Christ, and see His beauty as well.
Just over three months ago the Jesuit academic
community lost a great member – Fr Tony Campbell
SJ, who died on 2 August following a long illness.
He played an important role in my own personal
story. One month after arriving in Australia in 1989, I
started a BTheol at what was then the United Faculty
of Theology in Melbourne, and Tony Campbell was
my first ever teacher when I joined his Introduction
to the Old Testament Studies class. It was quite a
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From the Academic Dean
Faithful Souls (continued)

‘baptism of fire’ as his passion for Scripture lit
up the room. Every week I looked forward to his
‘performance’ as he told stories, acted out scenes,
and generally behaved in a larrikinish manner; I loved
the way he taught. In Tony’s obituary, Fr Brendan
Byrne SJ offered this tribute: “From the start,
students in his classes, in both introductory courses
and those of higher level, found themselves in the
hands of a gifted and exciting teacher, effectively
relating texts from a faraway past to universal human
concerns and preoccupations”. This is exactly what
I experienced when I was a student in his classes;
another way to say it is that he made Old Testament
studies relevant, engaging, and even exciting! In my
final year of theology, I returned to Tony to join his
research seminar on biblical narrative, and it was in
this class that I really learned how to read the text
with a critical eye; it was a true awakening for me.
In June, the global Jesuit community lost
one of their great leaders, the former superior
general of the Society, Father Adolfo Nicolás
SJ; this is how the current superior general,
Father Arturo Sosa SJ, summed up his gifts:

a wise, humble, and free man; totally and
generously given to service; moved by
those who suffer in the world, but at the
same time overflowing with hope drawn
from his faith in the Risen Lord; an excellent
friend, who loved to laugh and to make
others laugh; a man of the Gospel …
It struck me when I read this testimonial that it is an
excellent summation of what a true Christian should
be. If we were genuinely transformed by our faith life
and our prayer, this is the kind of person other people
should experience when they ‘come and live with us’.
So, “if you want to know me come to live with
me”! I am profoundly grateful for the lives of these
three deceased in 2020, who in very different ways
‘came to live with me’. All were friends of Jesus,
and through them, I can only hope that I receive
something of the spirit they embodied. I suppose
this is another way of saying that this Advent, I hope
their spirit of faith will become ‘incarnated’ within me.
For each of these I pray a beautiful prayer in
Irish language that marks the passing of a faithful
Jesuit College of Spirituality
soul: ‘Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam dílis’ – May
175 Royal Parade, Parkville VIC 3052
his faithful soul rest at the right+61
hand
side of God.
3 9448 8276

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
EXPERIENCING THE
SPIRITUAL EXERCISES*?

enquiries@jcs.edu.au
www.jcs.edu.au

Retreat in Daily Life (19th Annotation)#
A commitment to
•
•
•

Daily prayer (approx. 1 hour)
Making a Daily Examen
Meeting once a week with a Spiritual Director
(We can connect you with Ignatian Spiritual
Directors (interns and graduates) who have
completed Arrupe® formation and training, a program recognised by the
Australian Province of the Society of Jesus.

If you wish to take the journey please email us at enquiries@jcs.edu.au with
the following information; name, short biography, location, briefly state why
you want to do the Exercises, and your openness to Spiritual Direction via
video conference and/or in person.
JCS also offers units of accredited study focused on the theory and
practice of the Spiritual Exercises
More information is available at www.jcs.edu.au or call (03) 9448 8276
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* THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES OF ST IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA
Education
and Research
Ignatianas
Spirituality
- Empowering
Leadership
The Spiritual Exercises
are practiced
byinmany
a means
of spiritual
formation and discernment. So, what are they?

On the Spot! Jim Barber
Dr Jim Barber has been Chair of JCS Council
since October 2020.
Do you have a favourite style of music?
The best way to answer that is to tell you
about my Spotify playlists. I have four main
ones:
One I call ‘Classical’ and, as its name
suggests, it is dominated by the classical
composers – in no particular order: Handel,
Bach, Beethoven, and Mozart. Hard to say
who’s my favourite, it depends on my mood.
Another playlist is labelled, ‘Rock’ and
it has lots of noise from the Neolithic era,
people like Joe Cocker, Fleetwood Mac, Bruce Springsteen, Dire Straits, and many other assorted
dead and half dead rockers from my day.
The third is “Opera” and it brings together all of my favourite agony arias from the likes of Puccini,
Catalani, Verdi, and Brahms. Great listening during those long, dark nights of the soul.
My other go to playlist is labelled, ‘Cool’ and it is a grab bag of folk, blues and soul music from people
no-one’s ever heard of like Sharon Robinson (used to back up Leonard Cohen), Janiva Magness, and
Inger Gundersen.
What do you wish more people understood about education?
That it is the surest and fastest route out of poverty
If you could interview three people from history, who would you choose?
The first would have to be Jesus of Nazareth, I’ve got lots of questions
for him that’s for sure but I suspect I’d have to be prepared to queue
up for a while to get that interview.
The second one would be Hildegard von Bingen. What an amazing
woman: mystic, polymath, and composer of arguably the most
sublime, sacred music ever written. As well as possessing superhuman talent, she was a person of the highest integrity and strength
of character. She stood up for her community, took on bishops, and
never took a backward step when convinced of her cause. There’s
not much I wouldn’t give to hear what Hildegard has to say about
anything she likes.
The third one would be Spike Milligan. In my opinion, the funniest
person of all time. I fell off the bed laughing at ‘Adolf Hitler: My Part in
His Downfall’. Generations of mainly British comedians have followed
Hildegard von Bingen
his lead. Without Milligan, I doubt we would have ever had Monty
Python, for example. Milligan was not only funny on stage, he as
funny off as well; like the time he strapped a couch onto the roof of his car so his children would
get a bird’s eye view as he drove them around the Yorkshire Dales. He also suffered bipolar
disorder, so I’m sure he would have had some fascinating reflections on life.
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From the Registrar
There are many words people use to describe 2020,
but for me, I am thankful that this year has led me to
a world filled with purpose and passion. Joining the
Jesuit College of Spirituality (JCS) community, and in
my role as Registrar and EA to the CEO-Principal, I
have been encircled with inspiration, empowerment,
and transformation: Gifts that are manifested and
so generously shared with me by our students,
educators, and members of the Jesuit community.

can diminish the joy of commemorating a job well done.
The December 2020 Graduation ceremony via Zoom
certainly did not dampen the
sense of achievement and the
well-deserved reward for the
eleven JCS graduating students; A. Beadell, E. Cheng, J.
Herd, M. Chang, E. Delbridge,
N. Do, P. McCarthy, S. Yap,
Iva Luburic
J. Gopini, and D. Sorensen.
Registrar
I wish these students and all
students that are completing
their studies this year the very
best in their future employment, vocation, or ministry.

Further to the theme of transition and growth,
this year has been an extremely busy one for JCS
as it prepares for the exciting collaboration with
Australian Catholic University (ACU), enabling
JCS students to graduate with ACU degrees.
JCS students have responded with enthusiasm,
eagerly anticipating continuing their studies with
Finally, I want to take this opportunity to extend a heartfelt
our new partner in mission, which makes all the
‘behind the scenes’ work even more gratifying. thanks to JCS’s inaugural CEO-Principal, Ms. Deb Kent.
My time working under Deb’s leadership has confirmed
On that note, students who have not yet selected her energy, commitment, and guidance, which will never
their units for 2021, I look forward to meeting you be forgotten. Deb’s vision will continue to guide JCS and
soon and accompanying you on your journey. the wider Jesuit community long after she has left for other
fields of mission. She will be sorely missed.
At this time of the year we look back and celebrate
On a final note, may I extend to you all, a safe and
all that has been achieved. It is pleasing to see that
despite our world changing on many fronts, nothing Merry Christmas, may you be embraced with much love,
laughter, and joy.

Hours and Services

Dalton McCaughey Library Update

Books and articles are available to all library members on
request. Check the FAQ for help.
Appointments can also be made to visit the library to
browse and select and this service is now extended to
all Pilgrim, Trinity, and JCS students. Please contact us
by email to library@dml.vic.edu.au to make a time.
The COVID safe plan requires visitors to sign in and to
follow the hygiene and distancing guides - thank you.
Christmas closing
Library services will be closed from 23 December to 5 January
inclusive and services resume on Wednesday, 6th January.
We hope to see you in January when the CTM building re-opens
on Thursday 14 January. Please check the library website to
confirm.
All the best for a safe and relaxing Christmas.
From Charlotte, Carlos and Rebecca.
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From the Student Engagement Officer
Another year has gone! And
what a year it has been.
Despite the challenges of this
year, I hope that the heads,
hearts, and spirits of our
students are a little fuller than
they were at the beginning.
2020 has forced individuals,
groups,
organisations,
and entire industries to reevaluate how they utilise
Sarah Cook,
technology, and JCS has
Student Engagement
Officer
been no different. Since
March, all of our classes
have been run exclusively
online. Even those classes previously
designated
as face-to-face only – particularly our Spiritual
Exercises Practice and Supervision classes – were run
exclusively online to great success and commendation.
Without exception, our students have demonstrated
their characteristic grace, patience, and enthusiasm with
this new adventure in their learning journey. And likewise,
our faculty have been outstanding in translating all of their
academic content to an exclusively online setting. Thank
you one and all. JCS is very blessed to have each of you
in our community.
Hopefully, all of us get the opportunity to rest, relax, and
rejuvenate over Christmas and the New Year.

Hopefully Royal Parade will become a more
frequent sight for local students in 2021!

Studiorum is the community newsletter of
Jesuit College of Spirituality and, as such, we
relish the opportunity to include contributions
from our alumni, students, staff, faculty, and
members of the wider community.
If you would like to contribute to Studiorum
please contact us at
enquiries@jcs.edu.au

See you all again in 2021!

Now available: JCS Merchandise!
A range of JCS-branded merchandise is now available from our
website. We have mugs, reusable coffee cups, and polo shirts for
sale. Details at www.jcs.edu.au/merchandise
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Where Are They Now?
Studiorum chats with Br John Ahern who graduated with a
Master of Spiritual Direction from JCS in 2019
What have you been doing since you graduated?
I graduated at the end of 2019 and returned to Adelaide to take up the Leadership
of the Brothers community at Magill. This is a community of six brothers with ages
varying for 66 to 79. I was also tapped on the shoulder to do two days a week
in Chaplaincy work at Christian Brothers College in Adelaide. I have been there
all year working with staff and students; I visit classes and introduce meditation,
do a lesson on the Mass, and talk to some students who want to explore their
Spirituality a bit more. Additionally, the school where I had previously worked,
Rostrevor College, also asked me to do about the equivalent of a day also in
Chaplaincy work, especially with the Boarders. I also ran a retreat for voluntary
staff from their Junior school at our beach House at Middleton mid-way through
the year, and would like to offer more of these in the future.

John Ahern
2019 JCS Graduand

How has COVID-19 affected your Spiritual Direction work?
The virus has blocked my work in serious Spiritual Direction however I did some training with Fr Michael
Hanson SJ in the First Spiritual Exercises. I guess that I was lucky that Adelaide had minimal interruptions
with the virus rather we had to be careful and limit some activities. Eventually, I was invited to help direct
an eight day retreat this December at Sevenhill with the Jesuits; a chance at last to use my skills in this
area. It has been a fulfilling year overall.

What is your best memory of JCS?

Sevenill in South Australia

I loved the great array of lecturers with a
wonderful combined wisdom. I think of Gerald
O’Collins SJ on the background of the Spiritual
Exercises, Brendan Byrne SJ giving us the
Scriptural basis, and Maryanne Confoy RSC who
led us in the Spiritual Direction seminars - as
well as many others. We always seem to have so
much expertise that it was hard to soak it all up.
I enjoyed the opportunities to share with others
in class time. Linked with this memory was the
experience of the Spiritual Direction practise in
groups of three or four; it was very humbling and
the genuineness of people made you feel like you
were on sacred ground.

What are your plans for the future?
My plans for the future are really to build on the initiatives that have opened up for me this year. I see
that Australia is becoming an increasingly secular country and there is a crying need to offer people a
spirituality that is appealing and answers their needs. The skills that I have gained from my studies at
JCS have given me something to offer, so I hope to continue to work with adults and students where
appropriate to help build a healthy spirituality for those who are open to it.
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UPCOMING CONFERENCE

BOOK NOW:
https://www.trybooking.com/BMYUO
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